
APRIL 26, 2020.  Venus conjuncting the new moon and will be the brightest of the year on April 28,2020.

             CURRICULUM VITAE/CV: COURSE OF LIFE

                                          PART VII

                                             FAME

“Widespread reputation especially of a favorable character; renown; celebrated.”

The only real purpose for being famous is being able to reach more people with the 
spiritual message of self transformation and self empowerment.

John 7:12.  “Among the crowds there was widespread whispering about him.”

                                     JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 77.  “Rapidly his fame spread far and wide and his name became a 
legend overnight.”

John 7:4.  “Since you are doing these things, show yourself to the world.”

John 11:48.  “Here is this man performing many miraculous signs. If we let him go on 
like this, everyone will believe in him.”  

Matthew 9:26.  “News of this spread through all the region.”

                           BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Mars sextile Uranus-  “He will achieve fame through unique contributions in universal 
fields”

Sun trine Mars-   “You can gain prominence working as a teacher.”  Neptune in the 5th 
House-  “Mystic teacher.”
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Moon trine Venus-  “He will achieve prominence in work that involves handling 
people.”

                                           HELP

                                                 
“To provide what is necessary to accomplish a task or satisfy a need; to facilitate; to be 
useful to; to give aid; be of service; to help out; to assist as during a time of need; the act
of helping;  one that helps; relief of remedy.”

Ask yourself the question. “What can I do to help?”

                            JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 37.   “Jesus did not come to judge, he came to help.”

Jesus CEO page 86.    “You had to keep Jesus from doing more.”

Jesus CEO page 146.   “He troubled himself on behalf of others.”

                       BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Saturn sextile Neptune-   “..To give help in practical and discriminating ways.”

Sun trine Mars-   “Provide assistance when needed.”

                                                 INHERITANCE 

“Something that is or may be inherited; the act or fact of inheriting.”

God has programmed a cosmic chip called Christ into every soul that It has created.  
That chip is love. That is our inheritance.
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                             JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 34.   “People are his inheritance and his heritage.”

                           BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

                                                     
Moon in the 8th House-   “Benefit through inheritance.”

                                          RADICAL CHANGE

“To make different; variation or deviation; variety.”

“The only constant in life is change.”  Radical change is good.

Sometimes a spiritual revolution is needed to shake things up and bring about change.

                          JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 141.  “Jesus will change the requirements of what is needed to advance
spirituality in life.”

Jesus CEO page 60.  “He did everything he could to change the way we look at him.”

Jesus CEO page 287.   “He was a cultural phenomenon who caused spiritual and 
political upheaval.”

Jesus CEO page 13.  “Jesus will teach a better way of life.”

Passover Plot pages 21,22.   “Jesus believed it to be his calling.”

Jesus CEO page 26.   “What he was called to do.”
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The Third Jesus by Dr. Deepak Chopra page 4.  “Jesus, the radical went to the root of 
the human condition and his approach to suffering was to eradicate it.”

                            BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Mars sextile Neptune-   “Preoccupied with social causes through which he will make a
spiritual contribution.”

Neptune trine the ascendant sextile the descendant-  “He will demonstrate his spiritual 
concern for man and give his interpretation of what is needed to improve the quality of 
life for everyone.”

Uranus conjunct the ascendant-   “He will be a leader in revolutionary(spiritual) 
activities.”

Saturn sextile Neptune-   “He will make a spiritual contribution to stem the tide of 
social injustice.”

                                              SERVE 

“To act as a servant; to give assistance; help; to answer a purpose; to be of service to; to
render homage or obedience to” (God).

It’s your serve and it’s love – love.

                              JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Passover Plot page 184. “Jesus came as a servant.”

Passover Plot page 66.  “Jesus saw himself as a servant.”

Jesus CEO page 250.  “Jesus served the people.”

                              BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT
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Inconjunct Venus to Jupiter- Bruce “will generously offer to serve the needs of others.”

South node in the 6th House-  “Service to others.”

                                                UNDERCOVER

“Clandestine or secret; engaged in securing confidential information.”

What people don’t realize is that before John the Baptist came on the scene fulfilling the 
most important of all the prophecies, Jesus had to keep an extremely low profile about 
being messiah.  The big deal for the Jews, past and present, is that the prophet Elija 
(Elias) would precede the messiah heralding not only the coming of the Kingdom of 
God but also the “end of days.”  Jesus recognized John as the reincarnation of Elija and 
identified him to his disciples who “understood” what he was teaching them. Matthew 
11:1-15 & Matthew 17:10-17 ...and what I am teaching you now.

Up until the baptism which began his official ministry Jesus did not reveal to anyone 
that he was the messiah.  It was only days before, when rumors were running rampant 
that the people were wondering if Jesus was the promised messiah. The disciples didn’t 
know because Jesus didn’t say, and Jesus did not want to commit because Elija had not 
yet appeared before him. But he had the faith that he would.  

So one day Jesus tested the messianic waters and said to his disciples, “Who do people 
say the son of man is?” They replied: ‘Some say John the Baptist, others say Elija; and 
still others Jeremiah or one of the prophets.’  “But what about you?” He asked.  “Who 
do you say I am?” Simon Peter answered: ‘You are the messiah, the son of the living 
God.’ Jesus replied:  “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah, for this was not revealed to 
you by man, but by my Father in heaven.”

It was now implied, but not explicitly stated to the masses, that Jesus was the messiah. 
Simon Peter explicitly stated it to Jesus only. Jesus merely asked a loaded question.  
Jesus didn’t say it, Simon did. Not until the baptism would Jesus officially go public but 
stayed behind the scenes, exactly like I am doing now. I, too, AM waiting for the 21st 
century Elija (sign) to make itself known. 
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                         JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

                                                                     
Passover Plot page 100.  “Jesus most carefully concealed his identity as messiah in the 
early part of his ministry.”

Passover Plot page 166.  “Never confided his plans.”

Passover Plot page 123.  “Confided to no one.”

                   BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Saturn sextile Neptune-  “Undercover work is something he (Bruce) does well.”

Saturn conjunct Pluto-  “Secretive about his plans. He does not share his innermost 
thoughts with anyone.” This personality trait has evolved in this lifetime. I have been 
shouting from the roof tops since 1973 that I AM HERE. I have been sharing my story 
all these years but no one was willing to listen. “Those who have ears will hear!”

North node in the 12th house-  “Work behind the scenes.”

                                          SECRETS

“Done, made, or carried out without the knowledge of others; kept from general 
knowledge; hidden from sight; concealed; a mystery; a reason or explanation not readily
apparent.”

Not only did Jesus have to conceal his identity up until right before his baptism, there 
were plans he was making that were absolutely top secret that he would not and could 
not share with his disciples and those closest to him. Jesus’s very life and survival of the 
crucifixion depended on keeping his plans secret.

When you read the past life events of Jesus and see them actually frozen in time through
the cellular memory of the astrological aspects do we begin to see clearly the 
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tremendous complexity of the order of the universe. Ponder this. The Creator of all there
is THOUGHT this entire cosmic system and process of involution and evolution out 
from no-thing; i.e. nothing. Now, that is beyond genius and a master mind. This can only
be the work of a consciousness capable of such an “intelligent design.”

                              JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

                                                              
Passover Plot page 68.  “Jesus contemplated what was to come and dare not betray his 
secret.”

Passover Plot page 55.  “...closely guarding his secret thoughts from those nearest and 
dearest to him.”

Passover Plot page 92.  “He ordered them to keep his identity secret.”

Passover Plot pages 138,162.  “Making secret arrangements.”

Passover Plot page 138.  “Secret arrangements of the dramatic kind.”

Passover Plot page 111.  “The greatest secrecy demanded...”

John 7:10-  “He went to the feast, not publicly, but in secret.”

Passover Plot page 119.  “Arrangements he had made privately.”

Passover Plot page 162.  “...made private arrangements.”

                      BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Saturn conjunct Pluto-  “...secretive, he does not share his innermost thoughts with 
anyone.” Jesus-”Closely guarding his secret thoughts.”

Saturn sextile Neptune-   (Bruce)”can be trusted to maintain secrecy about confidential
information.”
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Pluto in the 3rd House-  “Through various circumstances he (Bruce) will often be 
responsible for exclusive or secret information pertaining to matters of great 
importance.”

Pluto in the 3rd House-  “He tends to travel in secret for mysterious reasons 
encountering strange circumstances.”

Neptune in the 5th House-  “Secret intrigues.”

Venus in the 12th House-  “Secret love affairs and romantic intrigues.”

                                                      PROJECT

“A plan or scheme;  a large or important undertaking.”

No one can say that Jesus’ plans were small.  His project was so huge in scope he 
planned another lifetime to finish it.  As they say, planning something takes away 80% 
of the work doing it. Jesus, knowing it was all being recorded (in the cosmos), knew he 
would wake up from the illusion and remember who he was in the next lifetime as 
Bruce.  Without hypnosis in a past life regression my chances of remembering who I 
was were slim to none, but I had faith that God would reveal the past lifetime when the 
time was right and ripe.  

In 1971 and 1972 I began feeling that I was Jesus in a past life. Until 1973 the thought of
a past life as Jesus was only a dream. In 1973 the thought became real. My project 
would be to reconstruct the memory of the past life in a scientifically verifiable manner 
in a way the world would understand. Quite the project.

                               JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 128.  “Jesus was so committed to his project.”

                                BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Saturn conjunct Pluto-   “He knows his project will have a transforming effect upon 
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the world.”  What you are reading is part of the “project” which should have a 
“transforming” effect upon you. It has for me!  I have been totally transformed.

                                      WITH OR WITHOUT YOU

If no one is willing to support you in your cause you must go it alone.  That is exactly 
what I did in the 1990’s and I went to federal prison for it in January 2009.  

                                                                    

                                    JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 128.  “Jesus was willing to do it with or without someone else.”
.
Jesus CEO page 26.  Jesus was “willing to stand alone.”

                                BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

I stood alone when I contested the validity of the personal income tax on labor in 1997. 
I asked no one to stand with me. I did it without anyone else.

                                                           HUMOR

“A comic quality causing amusement; the faculty of perceiving and expressing what is 
amusing or comical; a mood or frame of mind.”

Finite and Infinite Games by physicist James Carce p 303.  “Humor opens the mind. It 
relieves the tension of concentration and exposes the vulnerability of a merely 
intellectual comprehension. Physicists like to make jokes about their work and it’s 
implications.”

                              JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 266.  “Jesus had a healthy sense of humor.”
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                       BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun sextile the Ascendant-  (Bruce) “... has an infectious sense of humor injecting 
charm and humor into discussions.”

                    JOY, HAPPINESS AND LAUGHTER

It is what the world needs now.

Finite and Infinite Games pages 25,26.  “The joyfulness of infinite play, its laughter; 
the infinite play of life is joyous.”

                                                               

                           JESUS-PAST LIFE-CAUSE

Jesus CEO page 165.  “He came to bring life.  ”  

Jesus CEO page 138.  “He will pour out the best of himself.”

Jesus CEO page 267.  “Jesus embodied Joy.”

Jesus CEO page 30.  “Jesus came from a very happy place.”

Jesus CEO page 266.  “He reflected joy and laughter.”

Jesus CEO page 265.  “He played and had no boundaries.”

Passover Plot page 120.  “The light of great gladness.”

                             BRUCE-PRESENT LIFE-EFFECT

Sun in the 11th House-  “In communicating his hopes to others there is a vigor which he 
emits and his ideas and enthusiasm (filled with God) extend to those who relate to him.”
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Moon trine Venus-  “His positive and happy disposition spreads to everyone around.”

Sun trine Mars- “He plays     enthusiastically.”

Dalai Lama- “The ultimate source of our happiness is our attitude.”

“Attitude-a settled way of thinking or feeling about someone or something, typically one
that is reflected in a person’s behavior.”

Charles Swindoll- “The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude  on life. 
Attitude, to me, is more important than facts. It is more important than the past, than 
education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than what 
other people think or say or do. It is more important than appearance, giftedness or skill. 

It will make or break a company...a church..a home. The remarkable thing is we have a 
choice everyday regarding the attitude we will embrace for that day.  We cannot change 
our past...we cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way. We cannot 
change the inevitable. The only thing we can do is play on the one string we have, and 
that is our attitude.  I am convinced that life is 10% what happens to me and 90% how I 
react to it.  And so it is with you...we are in charge of our Attitudes.”

Bruce Lee- “As you think so shall you become.”  

Proverbs 23:7.  “As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he.”

In the 5th century A.D. Saint Augustine observed: “I am not alone in this desire [for 
happiness], nor are there only a few who share it with me; without exception we all 
long for happiness… They may all search for it in different ways, but all try their 
hardest to reach the same goal, that is joy. (Confessions, X 21, cited by John Piper. The 
Legacy of Sovereign Joy. Crossway Books page 70.

John 15:11. Jesus told the disciples that he spoke to them so that his joy would be made 
full. “These things have I spoken unto you, that my joy might remain in you, and that 
your joy might be full.” 

Revelation 21:4. “He will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death, 
or mourning, or crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed.” God has 
promised eternal, lasting joy for us in heaven/28.  
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Remember “heaven” is not out there.  Luke 17:20,21. “Don’t look outward for the 
kingdom of heaven for it lies within.”  Heaven can only be “here.” Heaven is first Love, 
then joy and happiness.  Heaven=28 because I AM 28.  John 14:3.  “And if I go and 
prepare a place for you, I will come again and draw you to be with me that you also may
be where I AM.”   Which is here, now!  Rapture anyone? No one is excluded. Everyone 
is welcome in my Father’s house.  Love Is The Key** that opens the gate to the 
Kingdom of God...which is here, now! Heaven or hell depends on our   attitude.  

Love Is The Key: Song. Messiah For Hire-Poems From Inner Space 1966-1982. Page 65
(1974).  I would like Stevie Wonder to write the music for this song.  I have the same 
sweater that I purchased in London in 1984 that Stevie Wonder wore on the cover of 
Life Magazine for We Are The World April 1, 1985 the day before my birthday. Mine has
a hoodie and his didn’t.

The “rapture” Christians speak of is not some event that happens somewhere out “there”
being “caught up” with Jesus in the sky. That ain’t gonna happen. I keep saying this. 
There is no “there.” There is only “here.”  I AM HERE, now!!  How much more of a 
“rapture” do you want?  I said: “I will come again” John 14:1-3, and I have. 

The rest of the “rapture” is up to you. When you get “there” looking for the “rapture” it 
will not be “there.” You cannot wait for it because it cannot wait for you. You need to get
on the rapture train that is here now.   Baba Ram Dass (Richard Alpert) said it best: “Be 
Here Now!” 

 Bobby McFarrin.  “Don’t worry, Be Happy!” 

Galatians 5:22.  “The fruit that the Holy Spirit produces in the believer is first love, then
joy.”
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